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IN-LINE DEFLAGRATION FLAME ARRESTER 
TUBE DEFLAGRATION → FLAME ARRESTER → TUBE (SAFE SIDE) 

 

The flame arrester are installed on the vapour recovery pipes, vents or on the loadline to 
insulate the tank or the various sections of pipes.  
They shall be installed with two pipes at their ends.  
In the next table are the different IN-LINE FLAME ARRESTER model available:   

 
As usual, all possible variations of materials will be provided, increasing the safety of the 
product both from a mechanical, thermal or chemical point of view according to use.  
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In addition, there will be allowed variations on threads and passages:  

- Protected side gender and type change.  
- Reduction of passages as required by the standard.  
- Passage on the protected side not lower than the unprotected side.  

 
END-OF-LINE DEFLAGRATION FLAME ARRESTER 

EXTERNAL DEFLAGRATION → FLAME ARRESTER → TUBE (SAFE SIDE) 
 
In the next table are the different  END OF-LINE ARRESTER model available: 
 

 

The most complete valve is the 197 EN-P as seen in the following diagram inside it has flame-
arrester, plate and spring. The SM version is without spring: the calibration of the opening 
pressure is given by the weight of the plate itself. The 197 VENT and 190 EN-P are 
similar,there , change only the commercial name. There are flame-arrester but in 190 VENT 
model is not present neither plate and spring,it is a free vent. The technical flame 
transmission tests were carried out on the most critical product, the one with fewer 
components:  197 VENT.  
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1. It regulate hydrocarbons or chemical storage tank pressure 
2. Reduce evaporation for saving environment and product loss. 
3. Stage I vapor recovery compliant. 
4. Protects tank from outside fire. 
5. Surface Protection System is for all ATEX zone (0, 1 and 2). 
6. Truck’s vapor recovery shall be connected for fill storage tank..  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRE-VOLUME DEFLAGRATION FLAME ARRESTER 

 
Ridart products cannot be installed with this configuration.  
None of our products have this type of certification.  
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IMPORTANT NOTES  

 

- 180 EN P  3”  replaced by 181 EN P (in-line flame arrester)  
- New product for air vapor saturation device cannot be installed with flame arrester  

(look the new product mod. 152 only saturation )  
- The regulations provide that the vent must be equipped with flame arrester certified 

also for flammable liquids with Flashpoint < 71° 
 
 
 
 

POSSIBLE INSTALLATION ALTERNATIVE 
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ATTENTION:  

- EN ISO product standards have priority over laws and decrees of individual states:  
 2014/32/EU (ATEX )  
 UNI EN 16852 (flame arrester)  
 UNI EN 13616 (Overfill valve)  

- Respect workplace Safety  as D. Lgs. 81/2008.  
- Respect request of the Fire Prevention Code.  
- Tanks containing flammable or dangerous liquids shall be fitted with Overfill valve certified 
in accordance with EN 13616. (Fig. 442-XX or 446-XX)  
- If tanks containing flammable or dangerous liquids,  the vapour recovery line must be used 
for each loading operation. (Mod. 120B) 
- In tanks containing flammable or dangerous liquids, it is necessary to protect the load-
handlers by installing the vapor stop which opens only if the load-tube is connected. (Mod. 93)  
- In tanks containing flammable liquids must be provided at least two flame arrester certified 
in according with EN 16852:  
 in-line on the tank side (Mod. 330 EN P - Mod. 180  EN P – Mod. 181 EN P ).  
 end-of-line on the external terminal (Mod. 197 EN P).  

  
 
ALL OUR DECLARATIONS OF CONFORMITY AND CERTIFICATES are available on: 
http://www.ridart.it/support/  
For commercial information write to: sales@ridart.it  or commercial@ridart.it  
For technical and Atex information write to: quality@ridart.it 
 
 

 

 

 


